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We obtain a noncommutative Nudel'man type interpolation theorem in several
‘Ž .variables and a commutative analogue for H B , the Hardy space of boundedn
analytic functions in the open ball of C n. Using this result, we obtain an operato-
rial analogue in several variables of the Rosenblum]Rovnyak restriction theorem
as well as an extension to the noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra F‘. We
provide new extensions of the Caratheodory]Fejer and Nevanlinna]Pick interpola-Â Â
tion theorems for F‘. Q 1998 Academic Press
The noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra F‘ is the WOT-closed
algebra generated by the left creation operators S , . . . , S on the full Fock1 n
2 Ž .space F on n generators, and the identity see Section 1 . This algebra
Ž .and its norm-closed version the noncommutative disc algebra A weren
w xintroduced by the author in 28 in connection with a noncommutative von
wNeumann inequality, and it has been studied in several papers 26]28,
x w x w x w x w x30]32, 4 , and more recently in 5 , 13 , 14 , and 15 .
We established a strong connection between the algebra F‘ and the
function theory on the open unit ball B of C n through our von Neumannn
w x Ž w x w x w x.inequality 28 see also 30 , 32 , and 33 . In particular, we proved that
there is a completely contractive homomorphism
‘ ‘F : F “ H B , F f l , . . . , l s f l , . . . , l , 0.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 n 1 n
Ž . ‘ Ž .for any f s f S , . . . , S g F and l , . . . , l g B . A characterization1 n 1 n n
w xof the analytic functions in the range of the map F was obtained in 5 ,
w x w x Žand independently in 15 . Arveson 8 proved that F is not surjective see
w x.also 15 . The connection with the function theory on the ball B wasn
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strengthened by the characterization of the automorphism group of F‘
w xobtained in 14 .
Interpolation problems for the noncommutative analytic Toeplitz alge-
‘ w xbra F were first considered in 31 , where, using the noncommutative
w x Ž w x w x w xcommutant lifting theorem 29 see 37 , 38 , and 17 for the classical
.case , we obtained the Caratheodory interpolation theorem in this setting.Â
w x w xIn 5 , Arias and the author extended Sarason's result 37 and obtained a
distance formula to an arbitrary WOT-closed ideal in F‘ as well as a
Ž w x w x.Nevanlinna]Pick type interpolation theorem see 19 and 23 for the
noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra F‘. Two proofs of these results
were given: one was based on the noncommutative commutant lifting
theorem, and the other was based on noncommutative Poisson transforms
w x33 and representations of quotient algebras. Using different methods,
w xDavidson and Pitts proved these results independently in 15 .
w xSimilar results of interpolation were obtained in 6 for certain weighted
noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra and the space of multipliers of
some weighted Hardy spaces on B . Let us mention that interpolationn
problems of Nevanlinna]Pick type on the polydisc Dn were considered in
w x w x w x w x w x1 , 2 , 9 , 12 , and 22 . On the other hand, interpolation results on the
w x w xball B were considered in 3 and 10 .n
In this paper, we will consider new applications of the noncommutative
w x Ž w x w x.commutant lifting theorem 29 see also 25 and 27 to interpolation in
Ž .several variables. Let X be a complex linear space and let L X be the
space of all linear operators on X . We will study the following Nudel'man
w xtype problem 20 in several variables.
Ž .Interpolation Problem. Given A , . . . , A g L X , x, y g X , find condi-1 n
‘ Ž ‘Ž ..tions for the existence of an element f g F resp. f g H B such thatn
5 5f F 1 and‘
U
y s f A , . . . , A x or y s f A , . . . , A x . 0.2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
Ž .It is necessary to give meaning to 0.2 . We will see that in some cases
‘ w xone can choose the F -functional calculus for n-tuples of operators 30
Ž .see Section 1 . In other cases we can give a precise meaning to the vector
Ž . Ž . Žequation 0.2 in a weak sense, without defining f A , . . . , A see Sec-1 n
.tion 2 . In fact, the above-mentioned interpolation problem will be consid-
‘ Ž .ered in a more general setting, namely, when f g F m B H , the WOT-
closed algebra generated by the spatial tensor product of the two algebras
‘Ž Ž . Ž ..resp. f g H B m B H .n
In Section 2, we obtain a noncommutative Nudel'man type interpolation
‘Ž .theorem in several variables and a commutative analogue for H B . Ourn
w xapproach is modeled on that used by Rosemblum and Rovnyak 34, 35
and is based on noncommutative dilation theory, the noncommutative
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w xcommutant lifting theorem 29 , and the characterization of the commu-
w xtant of S , . . . , S from 31 . As consequences, we obtain an operatorial1 n
analogue in several variables of the Rosemblum]Rovnyak restriction theo-
w x Ž .rem 34 see Section 2 as well as an extension to the noncommutative
‘ Ž .analytic Toeplitz algebra F see Section 3 .
In Sections 4 and 5, we provide a new generalization of the
Caratheodory]Fejer interpolation as well as a Nevanlinna]Pick type tan-Â Â
gential interpolation theorem for F‘.
Let W ‘ be the WOT-closed algebra generated by the compressions of
the left creation operators to the symmetric Fock space F 2 ; F 2, and thes
w x ‘identity. In 8 , Arveson showed that W can be seen as the algebra of all
2 Ž ‘ w x w xanalytic multipliers on F more about W can be found in 8 , 5 , ands
w x.15 . We mention that one may obtain multiplier versions of the theorems
presented in this paper. We leave this task to the reader.
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let H be an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space with orthonormaln
 4basis e , e , . . . , e where n g N s 1, 2, . . . or n s ‘. We consider the1 2 n
Ž w x.full Fock space see 16 of H defined byn
F 2 s F 2 H [ Hmk ,Ž . [n n
kG0
m0 mk Ž .where H [ C1 and H is the Hilbert tensor product of k copies ofn n
H . We shall denote by P the set of all p g F 2 of the formn
p s a q a e m e m ??? m e , m g N,Ý0 i ? ? ? i i i i1 k 1 2 k
1Fi , . . . , i Fn1 k
1FkFm
where a , a g C. The set P may be viewed as the algebra of all0 i ? ? ? i1 k
polynomials in n noncommuting indeterminates, with p m q as multiplica-
tion of p, q g P. For any bounded linear operators T , . . . , T on a Hilbert1 n
space H, define
p T , . . . , T [ a I q a T T ??? T .Ž . Ý1 n 0 H i ? ? ? i i i i1 k 1 2 k
Let Fq be the unital free semigroup on n generators g , . . . , g , and then 1 n
identity e. For each a g Fq , definen
e m e m ??? m e , if a s g g ??? g ,i i i i i i1 2 k 1 2 ke [a ½ 1, if a s e.
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 q4 2It is easy to see that e : a g F is an orthonormal basis of F . Thea n
q < < < <length of a g F is defined by a s k, if a s g g ??? g , and a s 0, ifn i i i1 2 k
 q < < 4a s e. Let P [ span e : a g F , a F m be the set of all polynomialsm a n
of degree F m. We also use Fq to denote arbitrary products of operators.n
Ž . ŽIf T , . . . , T g B H the algebra of all bounded linear operators on the1 n
.Hilbert space H , define
T T ??? T , if a s g g ??? g ,i i i i i i1 2 k 1 2 kT [a ½ I , if a s e.H
Define the left creation operator S : F 2 “ F 2, i s 1, . . . , n, by S c s e mi i i
c , c g F 2. The noncommutative disc algebra A is the norm closure ofn
the algebra generated by S , . . . , S and I 2 . Let F ‘ be the set of those1 n F
w g F 2 such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 4w [ sup w m p : p g P , p F 1 - ‘.‘ 2 2
If f g F ‘ and g g F 2, then the multiplication f m g [ lim f m pn“‘ n
Ž 2 . 5 5the convergence is in F , where p g P and p y g “ 0, is well2n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž w x. ‘defined, and f m g F f g see 28 . For w g F , define2 ‘ 2
Ž . 2 2 Ž . 5 5w S , . . . , S : F “ F by w S , . . . , S c [ w m c . Since the norm w ‘1 n 1 n
Ž . ‘coincides with the operator norm of w S , . . . , S , we identify F with1 n
‘  Ž . ‘4F [ w S , . . . , S : w g F . With this identification, A is the closure1 n n
5 5 Ž . ‘of P in the ? -norm. Each operator w S , . . . , S g F is uniquely‘ 1 n
Ž .Ž . qdetermined by w S , . . . , S 1 s Ý a e , which is an element in1 n a g F Ža . an
‘ Ž .F . For simplicity, we shall identify w S , . . . , S with its formal Fourier1 n
‘ ‘Ž .qexpansion Ý a S . Notice that if n s 1, then F s H D .a g F Ža . an
w x w xIn 28 , we proved the following von Neumann type inequality 39 for
Ž . w xrow contractions: if T , . . . , T g B H and T s T , . . . , T is a contrac-1 n 1 n
tion, i.e., Ýn T TU F I , then for every polynomial p g P,is1 i i H
p T , . . . , T F p S , . . . , S ,Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
where S , . . . , S are the left creation operators on the full Fock space F 21 n
Ž w x w x .see 32 and 33 for more general von Neumann type inequalities . The
Ž w x w xnoncommutative dilation theory for n-tuples of operators see 18 , 11 ,
w x w x. w x ‘25 , and 26 was used in 30 to obtain an F -functional calculus
wassociated with any completely non-coisometric contraction T s T , . . . ,1
x ‘ Ž .T . More precisely, it was shown that the map C : F “ B H defined byn T
C f s f T , . . . , T [ SOT- lim f rT , . . . , rT 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T 1 n 1 n
r“1
is a WOT-continuous and completely contractive homomorphism. In the
w x  n 5 5 4particular case when T s l , . . . , l g B [ l g C : l - 1 , we in-21 n n
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Ž .fer that the map F, defined by 0.1 , is a completely contractive homomor-
‘ Ž . Ž .phism. Hence, if f g F , then the map l , . . . , l ‹ f l , . . . , l is a1 n 1 n
Ž .bounded analytic function on B . On the other hand, since f rS , . . . , rSn 1 n
Ž . ‘ w x Ž .g A for any f S , . . . , S g F , and setting T s S , . . . , S in 1.1 , wen 1 n 1 n
deduce that F‘ is the WOT-closed algebra generated by S , . . . , S and1 n
Ž w x . Ž .the identity see 30 for more details . Notice also that if f S , . . . , S g1 n
‘ Ž . ² Ž .Ž . : qF , then f l , . . . , l s f S , . . . , S 1 , z , where z s Ý l e g1 n 1 n l l a g F a an2 Ž . w x w x w xF and l s l , . . . , l g B . We refer to 7 , 21 , and 24 for results on1 n n
completely bounded maps and operator spaces.
2. NONCOMMUTATIVE NUDEL'MAN INTERPOLATION
IN SEVERAL VARIABLES
w xWe need to recall from 31 the characterization of the commutant of
 4 2 2S , . . . , S . Define the flipping operator U: F “ F by1 n
U e m e m ??? m e s e m ??? m e m e ,Ž .i i i i i i1 2 k k 2 1
and let w [ Uw. It is easy to see that U is a unitary operator, whichÄ
Ä 2Ž .satisfies U w m c s c m w, and U s I. According to Theorem 1.2 fromÄ
w x Ž 2 .  431 , an operator A g B F commutes with S , . . . , S if and only if1 n
‘ Ä 2there exists f g F such that Ah s h m f, h g F . Notice that A s
U Ž .  U 4U f S , . . . , S U and the commutant of U S U: i s 1, . . . , n is equal to1 n i
‘ Ž w x.F see 31, Remark 1.5 .
 USimilarly, one can easily show that the commutant of U S U m I :i H
‘ ‘4 Ž . Ž .i s 1, . . . , n is F m B H . Therefore, every element A g F m B H has
a Fourier expansion
A ; S m WÝ a Ža .
qagFn
Ž . 2quniquely determined by A 1 m h s Ý e m W h g H m F , wherea g F a Ža .n
Ž . ² : ² Ž . :the operators W g B H are given by W h, k s A 1 m h , e m k ,Ža . Ža . a
h, k g H. Indeed, notice that
A e m h s A UUS U m I 1 m h s UUS U m I A 1 m hŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .b b H b H
s e m W h.Ý ab Ža .
qagFn
For simplicity, we shall identify the operator A with its Fourier expansion.
Ž .Let X , Y be complex linear spaces and let L X , Y be the space of all
Ž .linear operators from X to Y . For each A g L X and each complex
Ž . Ž .linear space Y , let R : L X , Y “ L X , Y be the right multiplicationA
Ž .operator by A, that is, R X [ XA for any X g L X , Y .A
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a complex linear space and let H be a Hilbert
Ž .space. Gi¤en A , . . . , A g L X and x, y g X , let D be a linear subspace of1 n
Ž .L X , H such that R D ; D for any i s 1, . . . , n, andA i
5 5 2DA x - ‘ for any D g D. 2.1Ž .Ý Ha
qagFn
Then the following are equi¤alent:
‘Ž . Ž . qi There exists an operator f S , . . . , S s Ý S m W in F m1 n a g F a Ža .n
Ž . 5 Ž .5B H with f S , . . . , S F 1, and1 n
Dy s W U DA x for any D g D , 2.2Ž .Ý Ža . a
qagFn
where the series con¤erges in the WOT topology.
Ž .ii For any D g D,
5 5 2 5 5 2DA y F DA x . 2.3Ž .Ý ÝH Ha a
q qagF agFn n
Ž .  4 2Proof. Assume ii . Let S m I be acting on F m H. Accord-i H is1, . . . , n
Ž . 2qing to 2.1 , Ý e m DA x g F m H for each D g D, anda g F a an
SU m I e m DA x s SU m I e m DA xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi H a a i H g b g bi iž / ž /
q qagF bgFn n
s e m DA xÝ b g bi
qbgFn
s e m R DA x .Ý b A bi
qbgFn
Ž U .Since R D ; D for any i s 1, . . . , n, it follows that S m I H ; H ,A i H 1 1i
i s 1, . . . , n, where
2H [ span e m DA x : D g D ; F m H .Ý1 a a½ 5
qagFn
Ž . Ž . U 2By 2.1 and 2.3 , there is a unique operator X : H “ F m H such that1
X U e m DA x s e m DA y.Ý Ýa a a až /
q qagF agFn n
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For each D g D, we have
X U SU m I e m DA x s X U e m R DA xŽ . Ý Ýi H a a b A biž / ž /
q qagF bgFn n
s e m R DA yÝ b A bi
qbgFn
s SU m I e m DA yŽ . Ýi H a až /
qagFn
s SU m I X U e m DA x .Ž . Ýi H a až /
qagFn
U U U U U Ž U . <Therefore X T s B X for any i s 1, . . . , n, where T [ S m I Hi i i i H 1
U U w xand B [ S m I . According to 25 , the minimal isometric dilation ofi i H
w x w xT , . . . , T is S m I , . . . , S m I for some Hilbert space M with1 n 1 M n M
dim M F dim H. Using the noncommutative commutant lifting theorem
w x Ž 2 . U U < Ž . Ž29 , we find Y g B F m H such that X s Y , Y S m I s S mH i H i1
. 5 5 5 5I Y for any i s 1, . . . , n, and X s Y F 1. According to the character-H
 4 w x w U Žization of the commutant of S , . . . , S from 31 , we have Y s U w S ,1 n i j 1
. x Ž 2 . Ž . ‘. . . , S U g B F m H for some w S , . . . , S in F , where U is then i j 1 n
U Ž .qflipping operator. Hence, Y s Ý U S U m W , where f S , . . . , Sa g F a Ža . 1 nn
‘ Ž . 5 Ž .5q[ Ý S m W g F m B H and f S , . . . , S F 1. For any D g Da g F a Ža . 1 nn
and h g H, we have
² :Dy , h s e m DA y , 1 m hÝ a a¦ ;
qagFn
s X U e m DA x , 1 m hÝ a a¦ ;ž /
qagFn
s e m DA x , Y 1 m hŽ .Ý a a¦ ;
qagFn
s e m DA x , e m W hÝ Ýa a a Ža .¦ ;
q qagF agFn n
² : ² U :s DA x , W h s W DA x , h .Ý Ýa Ža . Ža . a
q qagF agFn n
Therefore, Dy s Ý qW U DA x in the WOT topology.a g F Ža . an
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‘Ž . Ž . qConversely, assume i and let f S , . . . , S [ Ý S m W g F m1 n a g F a Ža .n
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž . qB H and f S , . . . , S F 1. According to 2.2 , for each D g D, b g F ,1 n n
and k g H, we have
² : ² : ² U :DA y , k s R Dy , k s R W DA x , kÝb A A Ža . ab b
qagFn
² U :s W DA A x , k . 2.4Ž .Ý Ža . b a
qagFn
Let
Y [ US U m W and Y U e m DA x s e m hÝ Ý Ýa Ža . a a b bž /
q q qagF agF bgFn n n
Ž .for some h g H. Then, using 2.4 , we infer thatb
² : Uh , k s Y e m DA x , e m kÝb a a b¦ ;ž /
qagFn
s e m DA x , Y S m I 1 m kŽ .Ž .Ý a a b H¦ ;
qagFn
s e m DA x , S m I Y 1 m kŽ .Ž .Ý a a b H¦ ;
qagFn
s e m DA x , e m W kÝ Ýa a ba Ža .¦ ;
q qagF agFn n
² U : ² :s W DA x , k s DA y , k .Ý Ža . ba b
qagFn
U Ž . 5 5q qTherefore, Y Ý e m DA x s Ý e m DA y. Since Y F 1,a g F a a a g F a an n
Ž . Ž .relation 2.3 holds and ii follows. This completes the proof.
Let us remark that if H s F 2 m H then the noncommutative commu-1
tant lifting theorem is not needed in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a Hilbert space, x, y g X , and let T , . . . , T1 n
Ž .g B X be such that
2U² :T x , h - ‘ for any h g X .Ý a
qagFn
Ž . ‘ 5 ŽqThen there exists f S , . . . , S s Ý a S g F such that f S , . . . ,1 n a g F Ža . a 1n
.5S F 1 andn
Uy s a T xÝ Ža . a
qagFn
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in the WOT topology of X if and only if
2 2U U² : ² :T y , h F T x , h for any h g X .Ý Ýa a
q qagF agFn n
U Proof. In Theorem 2.1, take A [ T , H [ C, and D [ D gi i h
Ž . 4 Ž . ² :L X , C : h g X , where D k [ k, h for any k g X . The result follows.h
w x w xLet us recall from 25 that T s T , . . . , T is called a C -contraction if1 n 0
T is a contraction and
SOT- lim T TU s 0.Ý a a
k“‘ q < <agF , a skn
n U w xFor example, if Ý T T F rI for some 0 - r - 1, then T , . . . , T is ais1 i i H 1 n
C -contraction. Since any C -contraction is completely non-coisometric0 0
Ž w x. ‘see 30 , we can talk about the F -functional calculus associated with
C -contractions.0
COROLLARY 2.3. Let x, y be in the Hilbert space H and let T , . . . , T g1 n
Ž .B H be such that
T TU q ??? qT TU F rI , where 0 - r - 1.1 1 n n H
Ž . ‘ 5 Ž .5Then there exists f S , . . . , S g F with the property that f S , . . . , S F 11 n 1 n
Ž .Uand f T , . . . , T x s y if and only if1 n
2 2U U² : ² :T y , h F T x , h for any h g X .Ý Ýa a
q qagF agFn n
Let Z be the set of nonnegative integers. For each n-tuple k [q
Ž . n < <k , . . . , k g Z let k [ k q ??? qk and k![ k ! ??? k !. If A [1 n q 1 n 1 n
Ž .A , . . . , A in an n-tuple of commuting linear operators on X , let1 n
Ak [ Ak1 ??? Ak n.1 n
COROLLARY 2.4. Let x, y be in the Hilbert space H and let A s
Ž . Ž .A , . . . , A be an n-tuple of commuting operators in B H such that1 n
A AU q ??? qA AU F rI , where 0 - r - 1. 2.5Ž .1 1 n n H
If the inequality
< < < <k ! k !2 2U Uk k² : ² :A y , h F A x , hÝ Ýk! k!n nkgZ kgZq q
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‘Ž .holds for any h g H, then there exists f g H B with the property thatn
5 5 Ž .Uf F 1 and f A , . . . , A x s y.‘ 1 n
Ž .Let us remark that condition 2.5 in Corollary 2.4 can be replaced by a
weaker condition, namely,
< <k ! 2Uk² :A x , h - ‘ for any h g H .Ý k!nkgZq
w x ‘ Ž .As in 26 , we say that an element w g F is inner if w S , . . . , S is an1 n
Ž .isometry, and outer if w S , . . . , S has dense range. A family of inner1 n
 4 2elements w : i g I is called orthogonal if w m F is orthogonal toi i
w m F 2 whenever i / j. A complete description of the invariant subspacej
‘ w x Ž .structure of F was obtained in 26 even in a more general setting ,
Ž w x.using a noncommutative version of the Wold decomposition see 25 . It
w x 2follows from Theorem 2.2 of 26 that a subspace M of F is invariant
2 under S , . . . , S if and only if M s [ F m w , for some family w :Ä1 n i iig I
4 ‘i g I of orthogonal inner elements. More about the structure of F can
w x w x w x w x w x w x w xbe found in 26 , 27 , 31 , 32 , 4 , 13 , and 14 .
Now let us use Theorem 2.1 to obtain an operatorial analogue in several
w x 2variables of the Rosemblum]Rovnyak restriction theorem 34 . Let D ; F
U Ž .be an invariant subspace for each S , i s 1, . . . , n, and let C g B D . Fori
Ž .each h , . . . , h g D, define the matrix M h , . . . , h by1 k C 1 k
² :² :M h , . . . , h [ h , S Ch h , S Ch . 2.6Ž . Ž .ÝC 1 m i a i j a j
qagFn i , js1, . . . , m
THEOREM 2.5. Let D ; F 2 be an in¤ariant subspace of SU , i s 1, . . . , n,i
Ž .and let B, C g B D be such that
2² :h , S Ch - ‘ for any h g D . 2.7Ž .Ý a
qagFn
Ž . ‘ 5 Ž .5Then there exists f S , . . . , S g F , f S , . . . , S F 1 such that‘1 n 1 n
<B s P f S , . . . , S C 2.8Ž . Ž .DD 1 n
if and only if
M h , . . . , h y M h , . . . , h G 0 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .C 1 m B 1 m
for any h , . . . , h g D and m g N.1 m
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Proof. Define the linear space
U UU UX [ B p S , . . . , S q C q S , . . . , S : p , q g P ,Ž . Ž . 41 n 1 n DD
U U Ž .and notice that B , C g X . Let A g L X , i s 1, . . . , n, be defined byi
U < Ž .A X s XS , X g X , and let D be the linear subspace of L X , CDi i
 4 ² :generated by D : h, k g D , where D X [ Xh, k . According to theh, k h, k
 4polarization identity, we deduce that D s span D : h g D . A simpleh, h
computation shows that
U < ² U : UR D X s D XS s XS h , k s D X .DA h , k h , k i i S h , ki i
Since D is invariant for each SU , i s 1, . . . , n, we infer that R D ; D.i A iU U Ž .Let x [ C , y [ B , and notice that condition 2.1 of Theorem 2.1 is
< U < 2qequivalent to Ý D A C - ‘ for any h g D, and this is equiva-a g F h, h an
Ž . Ž .lent to 2.7 . On the other hand, condition 2.3 is equivalent to
2 2m m
U U² : ² :a S h , Bh h F a S h , Ch h 2.10Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi a i i i i a i i i
q qis1 is1agF agFn n
for any h , . . . , h g D, m g N, and a g C, i s 1, . . . , m. It is easy to see1 m i
Ž . Ž .that 2.10 is equivalent to 2.9 .
Ž . Ž .Condition i of Theorem 2.1 shows that there exists f S , . . . , S s1 n
‘ 5 Ž .5qÝ w S in F with f S , . . . , S F 1 and such that for any h, k g D‘a g F a a 1 nn
we have
² U : U UB h , k s D B s w D A CÝh , k a h , k a
qagFn
UU U U² : ² :s w C S h , k s C f S , . . . , S h , k .Ž .Ý a a 1 n
qagFn
Ž . <Therefore, B s P f S , . . . , S C , and the proof is complete.DD 1 n
Ž . nFor each i s 1, . . . , k, let l [ l , . . . , l g C and, for a s g gi i1 in j j1 2
??? g in Fq , let l [ l l ??? l and l [ 1. Definej n ia i j i j i j em 1 2 m
z [ l e , i s 1, 2, . . . , n ,Ýl ia ai
qagFn
2 ² : Ž .qand notice that, for any f s Ý a e in F , f, z s f l . Ifa g F a a l in i
‘ ² : ² Ž .U :f g F , then f, z s 1, f S , . . . , S z , where S , . . . , S are thel 1 n l 1 ni i
U2left creation operators on the full Fock space F . Since S z s l z fori l ji lj j
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any i s 1, . . . , n, j s 1, . . . , k, it is clear that
² :z , z s z l s l lŽ . Ýl l l j ia jai j i
qagFn
² : ² :2s 1 q l , l q l , l q ???j i j i
1
s .² :1 y l , lj i
Ž .COROLLARY 2.6. Condition 2.7 is satisfied if D [ P orm
D s M [ span z : j s 1, . . . , m , where l g B . 4l j nj
Ž .Proof. If D [ P , then we have a finite sum in 2.7 . In the case whenm
Ž .  4D s M condition 2.7 is satisfied since, for every i, j g 1, . . . , m , we have
2 22U² : < < ² :S z , z s l z , zÝ Ýa l l ia l li j i j
q qagF agFn n
12² :s z , z - ‘.l l 2i j 5 51 y li
This completes the proof.
Ž 2 .Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.5 holds true if we replace S , . . . , S g B F1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with B , . . . , B g B K K is a Hilbert space in 2.6 ] 2.8 , and D ; K is1 n
an invariant subspace for BU , i s 1, . . . , n. In this case, the relationi
Ž .corresponding to 2.8 holds in the WOT topology.
Let us mention that this result was obtained by Rosemblum and Rovnyak
Ž w x.see 34 in the particular case when n s 1.
3. ROSEMBLUM]ROVNYAK INTERPOLATION FOR F‘
Ž . Ž .As mentioned in Section 1, the mapping l , . . . , l ‹ f l , . . . , l is a1 n 1 n
Ž . ‘bounded analytic function on B , whenever f S , . . . , S g F . More-n 1 n
w x Ž . ‘over, according to Theorem 3.6 from 28 , if f S , . . . , S g F ,ab 1 n
w Ž .x Ž 2 .a , b g J, card J s g , and f S , . . . , S is in B [ F , thenab 1 n a , b g J g
Ž . w Ž .xF l [ f l is an operator-valued analytic function on B , andab a , b g J n
5 Ž .5 5w Ž .x5sup F l F f S , . . . , S .lg B a b 1 nn
Let D ; › B be a Borel set and let s be the rotation invariantn
2Ž .probability measure on › B . For each complex-valued function h g L D ,n
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denote
2< <k !
kN h [ z h z ds z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hk!n DkgZq
and let
N [ h: D “ C: h g L2 D and N h - ‘ . 4Ž . Ž .
w x ‘Ž . Ž .According to 36 , if f g H B , then lim f rz exists s-a.e. on › B .n r “ 1 n
Ž . Ž .The boundary function is defined s-a.e. by f z [ lim f rz , z g › B .r “ 1 n
THEOREM 3.1. Let D ; › B be a Borel set and let w, c be measurablen
‘ 5 5complex-¤alued functions on D. Then there exists f g F such that f F 1‘
and
w z g z ds z s f z c z g z ds z 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
D D
for any measurable function g on D such that w g, c g g N if and only if
c z c j y w z w jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
lim g z g j ds z ds j G 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 2² :1 y r z , jr“1 D D
3.2Ž .
for any measurable function g on D such that w g, c g g N.
Proof. Let
X [ pw q qc : p , q are polynomials in z . 4
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .For each i s 1, 2, . . . , n, define A g L X by A h z [ z h z , for anyi i i
Ž .z s z , . . . , z g › B . If g : D “ C is a measurable function with w g, c g1 n n
Ž .g N, define D g L X , C byg
D h [ h z g z ds z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hg
D
Let D be the set of all D s where g is a measurable function withg
Žw g, c g g N. It is easy to see that D is a linear space notice that if
Ž . Ž . .N g - ‘, i s 1, 2, then N g q g - ‘ . On the other hand, R :i 1 2 A i
Ž . Ž .L X , C “ L X , C and
R D h s z h z g z ds z s D hŽ . Ž . Ž .HA g i z g Ž z .i i
D
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for any h g X , and i s 1, 2, . . . , n. It is routine to show that D g D.z g Ž z .i
Hence, we infer that R D ; D for any i s 1, . . . , n. Notice that w, c g XA i
and
2
2 a< <D A c s z c z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Hg a
q q DagF agFn n
s N c g - ‘Ž .
Ž .for any D g D. Therefore, condition 2.1 of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied.g
Using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we infer that
2
a < a <N c g s lim z c z g z ds z r eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H až /r“1 q DagFn
Ž .)
s lim z c z g z ,Ž . Ž .H rz¦r“1 D
< a < ar j c j g j ds j e ds zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H a;ž /q DagFn
Ž .))
s lim z c z g z , z c j g j ds j ds z² Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .: Ž . Ž .HH rz rj
r“1 D D
² :s lim z , z c z g z c j g j ds j ds zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH rz rj
r“1 D D
c z g z c j g jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s lim ds j ds z .Ž . Ž .HH 2² :1 y r j , zr“1 D D
Ž .Let us prove the equality ) . Since
1
< a < a 5 5r z c z g z e , y F c z g z y² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý a 2'1 y r< <a Fm
for any y g F 2, m g N, we may use Lebesgue's theorem and infer that
< a < ar z c z g z ds z e , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H a¦ ;ž /q DagFn
< a < a² :s r z c z g z e , y ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH a
qD agFn
² :s z c z g z , y ds z .Ž . Ž . Ž .H rz
D
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Taking
< a < ay [ r j c j g j ds j e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H až /q DagFn
Ž . Ž .we deduce ) . The equality )) can be obtained in a similar manner.
Ž . Ž .Therefore, condition 2.2 is equivalent to 3.2 . Using Theorem 2.1, we
Ž . ‘ 5 Ž .5qfind f S , . . . , S s Ý w S in F with f S , . . . , S F 1 such that1 n a g F a a 1 nn
D w s w z g z ds z s w D A cŽ . Ž . Ž . ÝHg a g a
qD agFn
as w z c z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ha
q DagFn
< a < as lim w r z c z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ha
r“1 q DagFn
for any D g D. The last equality holds because, if we denoteg
ax [ z c z g z ds z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ha
D
< < 2 < <q qthen Ý x - ‘, Ý w - ‘, anda g F a a g F an n
< a <w x y r w xÝ Ýa a a a
q qagF agFn n
‘
2s 1 y r w xŽ .Ý Ý a a
ms1 < <a sm
1r2 1r2‘
2 22 < < < <F 1 y r w x .Ž .Ý Ý Ýa až / ž /
ms1 < < < <a sm a sm
Notice that if 0 F r - 1 and z g › B , thenn
1r2 1r2
2 2< a < a < a < a< < < <w r z c z g z F w r zŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýa až / ž /
< < < < < <a Fm a Fm a Fm
5 5f 2
F c z g zŽ . Ž .
2'1 y r
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Ž . Ž . Ž w x.for any m g N. Since lim f rz s f z s-a.e. see 36 , and usingr “ 1
Lebesgue's theorem, we deduce that
< a < aw z g z ds z s lim lim w r z c z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH H až /m“‘r“1D D < <a Fm
< a < as lim w r z c z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH až /r“1 qD agFn
s lim f rz w z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
r“1 D
s lim f z w z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
r“1 D
Ž .for any g such that w g, c g g N. Hence, we deduce 3.1 and the proof is
complete.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let D ; › B be a Borel set and let w, c be measurablen
Ž . Ž .complex-¤alued functions on D. If N c g G N w g for any measurable
complex-¤alued function g on D such that w g, c g g N, there exists f g
‘Ž .H › B such thatn
w z g z ds z s f z c z g z ds z 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
D D
for any g such that w g, c g g N.
Ž .It would be interesting to know when relation 3.3 implies
w z s f z c z s-a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž .
This is true if n s 1. Let us mention that the particular case n s 1 was
w xconsidered by Rosemblum and Rovnyak in 34 .
In what follows we present an operatorial version of Theorem 3.1. Let
H and K be separable Hilbert spaces. Let D ; › B be a Borel set andn
2 Ž .let s be the rotation invariant probability measure on › B . Let L Dn K
be the set of all weakly measurable functions h: D “ K such that
5 Ž .5 2 Ž . 2 Ž .H h z ds z - ‘, and let N be the set of all functions h g L DKD K K
such that
2< <k !
kN h [ z h z ds z - ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý HK k!n D KkgZq
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THEOREM 3.3. Let D ; › B be a Borel set and let H, K be Hilbertn
Ž . Ž .spaces. Let B z and C z be weakly measurable functions on D with ¤alues
Ž .in B K, H . The following statements are equi¤alent:
‘Ž . Ž . qi There exists f g F m B K , f s Ý S m W such thata g F a Ža .n
5 5f F 1 and‘
B z g z ds z s f z C z g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
D D
Ž Ž .the integrals are taken in the weak sense and f z is the strong boundary
Ž .. Ž .function of f l for any weakly measurable K-¤alued function g z on D
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that B z g z and C z g z are in N .K
Ž .ii We ha¤e
U U
C j C z y B j B zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
lim g z , g j ds z ds jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 2¦ ;² :1 y r z , jr“1 D D K
G 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for any weakly measurable K-¤alued function g z on D such that B z g z
Ž . Ž .and C z g z are in N .K
Ž .Proof. Let X be the linear space of all L X , H -valued functions on D
U UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of the form X z [ p z B z q q z C z , where p z , q z areŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .polynomials in z . Define A g L X by A X z [ z X z , X g X ,i i i
Ž .z g › B . For any weakly measurable K-valued function g z on D suchn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that B z g z and C z g z are in N define D g L X , H byK g
² : ² :D X , h [ X z h , g z ds zŽ . Ž . Ž .Hg
D
for any h g H and X g X . Let D be the set of all D s. The rest of theg
proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We leave it to the reader.
4. GENERALIZED NEVANLINNA]PICK INTERPOLATION
In what follows we present a tangential interpolation problem of Nevan-
linna]Pick type for the noncommutative analytic Toeplitz algebra F‘. Let
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .us recall from Section 3 that if F S , . . . , S g F m B H , then l ‹ F l1 n
Ž .is a B H -valued bounded analytic function on B .n
THEOREM 4.1. Let l , . . . , l be k distinct points in B and let B , C g1 k n j j
Ž .B H, K , j s 1, . . . , k, where H, K are Hilbert spaces. Then there exists
‘Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5F S , . . . , S in F m B H , such that F S , . . . , S F 1 and B s1 n 1 n j
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Ž .C F l , j s 1, 2, . . . , k, if and only if the operator matrixj j
U UC C y B Bi j i j
4.1Ž .² :1 y l , li j i , js1, 2, . . . , k
is positi¤e semidefinite.
Proof. Define the linear space
tw xX [ T , . . . , T : T g B K, H ,Ž .½ 51 k j
T1.t .w x Ž .where T , . . . , T stands for the matrix . Let l [ l , . . . , l g B ,.1 k j j1 jn n
Tk
Ž .j s 1, 2, . . . , k, and define the linear operators A g L X , i s 1, 2, . . . , n,i
by
ttw xA T , . . . , T [ l T , . . . , l T .i 1 k 1 i 1 k i k
 4k Ž .kFor each k ; K let D g L X , H be defined byj js1 k 4j js1
k
tw xkD T , . . . , T s T k .Ýk 4 1 k j jj js1
is1
k  4 4k k kSince R D s D , the subspace D [ D : k ; K isA k 4 l k 4 k 4 j js1i j js1 ji j js1 j js1
invariant to each R , i s 1, 2, . . . , k. On the other hand, since l g B ,A j ni
we have
2k2tw xkD A T , . . . , T s l T kÝ Ý Ýk 4 a 1 k ja j jj js1
q q js1agF agFn n
k k
2 2< < 5 5F l T k - ‘.Ý Ý Ýja j jž /q js1 js1agFn
w U U xt w U U xtLet x [ C , . . . , C and y [ B , . . . , B and notice that the inequal-1 k 1 k
Ž .ity ii of Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to
2 2k k
U Ul B k F l C k .Ý Ý Ý Ýja j j ja j j
q qjs1 js1agF agFn n
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The latter inequality is equivalent to
k k
U U U U² : ² :B h , B h l l F C h , C h l l . 4.2Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýj j j i ja ia j j i i ja ia
q qi , js1 i , js1agF agFn n
Ž ² :. Ž .qSince Ý l l s 1r 1 y l , l , inequality 4.2 holds if and only ifa g F ja ia i jn
Ž .the matrix 4.1 is positive semidefinite. According to Theorem 2.1, in-
Ž . Ž .equality 4.2 holds if and only if there exists an operator F S , . . . , S s1 n
‘ Ž . 5 Ž .5qÝ S m W in F m B H with F S , . . . , S F 1 and for anya g F a Ža . 1 nn
 4kk ; K we havej js1
t tU U U U Uw x w xk kD B , . . . , B s W D A C , . . . , C ,Ýk 4 1 k Ža . k 4 a 1 kj js1 j js1
qagFn
where the series converges in the WOT topology. Hence,
k k
U U UB k s W l C kÝ Ý Ýj j Ža . ja j j
qjs1 js1agFn
U U Uk 4 qfor any k ; K. We infer that B k s Ý W l C k . Therefore,j js1 j j a g F Ža . ja j jn
Ž .B s C F l , for any j s 1, 2, . . . , k. The proof is complete.j j j
COROLLARY 4.2. In the particular case when H s K and C s I , j sj H
w x w x1, 2, . . . , k, we find again a result from 5 and 15 . If k s 1, then we obtain
w xTheorem 3.1 from 35 .
 4THEOREM 4.3. Let l be distinct elements in B and let B , Cj jg J n j j
Ž .g B H, K , j g J, where H, K are Hilbert spaces. Then there exists
‘Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5F S , . . . , S g F m B H , such that F S , . . . , S F 1 and B s1 n 1 n j
Ž .C F l , j g J, if and only ifj j
C CU y B BUi j i j
h , h G 0Ý i j¦ ;² :1 y l , li ji , jgJ
 4  4for any h ; H such that j: h / 0 is finite.j jg J j
Proof. Mimic the proof of Theorem 4.1, using for X the space of
 4 Ž .  4all families T , where T g B K, H and j: T / 0 is finite, andj jg J j j
Ž 4 .  4 Ž .A T [ l T , i s 1, . . . , n, where l s l , . . . , l g B ,i j jg J ji j jg J j j1 jn n
j g J.
Let us remark that one can obtain a slight generalization of Theorem
Ž .4.1 by considering C , B g B H, K , where H, K , j s 1, . . . , k, are Hilbertj j j j
spaces. On the other hand, the dual right tangential interpolation problem
can be easily obtained. We leave it to the reader.
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Â Â5. GENERALIZED CARATHEODORY]FEJER
INTERPOLATION
Ž . Ž .Let p S , . . . , S s Ý S m B and q S , . . . , S s Ý S m1 n < a < F m a Ža . 1 n < a < F m a
‘ Ž . Ž . qC be polynomials in F m B H . If f S , . . . , S s Ý S m W isŽa . 1 n a g F a Ža .n
‘ Ž . Ž . Žin F m B H we say that the Fourier expansion of q S , . . . , S f S ,1 n 1
. Ž .. . . , S starts with p S , . . . , S if and only ifn 1 n
q < <B s C W for any a g F , a F m. 5.1Ž .ÝŽa . Ž b . Žg . n
qg , bgFn
bgsa
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Gi¤en the polynomials p S , . . . , S s Ý S m B1 n < a < F m a Ža .
‘Ž . Ž .and q S , . . . , S s Ý S m C in F m B H , there exists an operator1 n < a < F m a Ža .
‘Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5qf S , . . . , S s Ý S m W in F m B H with f S , . . . , S F 1,1 n a g F a Ža . 1 nn
Ž . Ž .such that the Fourier expansion of q S , . . . , S f S , . . . , S starts with1 n 1 n
Ž .p S , . . . , S , if and only if1 n
P m I p S , . . . , S F P m I q S , . . . , S ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .P mH P mHP 1 n P 1 nm mm m
5.2Ž .
where P is the orthogonal projection on P .P mm
Ž .  4Proof. Let X [ P m B H . For each g g P and h [ h ; H,m m a < a < F m
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .define D g L X , H by D e m Y [ e , g Yh for any Y g B Hg , h g , h b b b
q < <and b g F , b F m. Define the linear spacen
 4D [ span D : g g P and h [ h ; H . 4< <a Fmg , h m a
Ž . U <Let A g L X be defined by A [ P U S U m I . An easy com-Pi i P i BŽH .mm
< <putation shows that, if b F m, then
R D e m Y s D P UUS Ue m YŽ . Ž .A g , h b g , h P i bi m
² U U :s e , U S Ug Yhb i b g i
s D U U e m Y ,Ž .U S Ug , k bi
 4 < <where k [ h ; H and h s 0 if a s m. Therefore R D ; D,a g < a < F m a g Ai i i
Ž .i s 1, . . . , n. Notice that 2.1 of Theorem 2.1 is trivially satisfied since
q < < Ž .A s 0 for any a g F , a ) m. Let x, y g P m B H be defined bya n m
U U Ž .x [ Ý e m C and y [ Ý e m B . Condition i of Theorem< a < F m a Ža . < a < F m a Ža .
‘Ž . Ž .q2.1 means that there exists f S , . . . , S s Ý S m W in F m B H1 n a g F a Ža .n
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5 Ž .5with f S , . . . , S F 1, such that, for any g [ Ý a e g P and1 n < a < F m Ža . a m
 4h [ h ; H,a < a < F m
D y s W U D A x . 5.3Ž .Ýg , h Ža . g , h a
qagFn
UA simple calculation shows that D y s Ý a B h andg , h < a < F m Ža . Ža . a
W U D A x s W U D e m CUÝ Ý ÝŽg . g , h g Žg . g , h bg Ž b .ž /q q qggF ggF bgFn n n
< < < <g Fm bg Fm
U Us W a C hÝ ÝŽg . Ž bg . Ž b . bgž /q qggF bgFn
< < < <g Fm bg Fm
U Us a W C h .Ý ÝŽa . Žg . Ž b . až /q< < g , bgFa Fm n
bgsa
Ž .Therefore, 5.3 is equivalent to
U U Ua B h s a W C h 5.4Ž .Ý Ý ÝŽa . Ža . a Ža . Žg . Ž b . až /q< < < < g , bgFa Fm a Fm n
bgsa
< <  4for any a g C, a F m, and h [ h ; H. Now it is clear thatŽa . a < a < F m
Ž . Ž . p i i5.4 is equivalent to 5.1 . Any element in D has the form Ý D ,is1 g , h
i i i  i 4where g [ Ý a e g P and h [ h ; H for each i s< a < F m Ža . a m a < a < F m
1, . . . , p.





i i i iD A y s D e m BÝ Ý Ý Ý Ýg , h a g , h ba Ž b .
q< < is1 < < is1 bgFa Fm a FmH n
< <ba Fm H
2
p
Ui is a B h .Ý Ý Ý Ž ba . Ž b . ba
q< < is1 bgFa Fm n
< <ba Fm H
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On the other hand, we have
2p
U i ip S , . . . , S a e m hŽ . Ý Ý1 n Ž b . b bž /is1 < <b Fm
2
p




Ui is e m a B hÝ Ý Ýg Ža b . Ža . ag




Ui is a B h .Ý Ý Ý Ža b . Ža . ag
q< < is1 agFg Fm n
< <ag Fm
Ž .Therefore, 2.3 is equivalent to
p
U i ip S , . . . , S a e m hŽ . Ý Ý1 n Ž b . b bž /is1 < <b Fm
p
U i iF q S , . . . , S a e m h ,Ž . Ý Ý1 n Ž b . b bž /is1 < <b Fm
Ž .which is equivalent to 5.2 . This completes the proof.
Ž .COROLLARY 5.2. When q S , . . . , S s I we find again Theorem 4.11 n
w x w xfrom 31 . If n s 1 we find Theorem 3.4 from 34 . The case when n s 1 and
Ž .q S s I corresponds to the classical operator-¤alued Caratheodory]FejerÂ Â1
theorem.
q w xLet E be a left initial segment in F 15 , i.e., whenever a s bg g E,n
then b g E. An extension of Theorem 5.1 can be obtained if we replace
 4 U UP by span e : a g E . Notice that the latter space is invariant to U S U,m a i
i s 1, . . . , n. The proof is exactly the same.
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